MISCELLANEOUS.

VISIT OF MR. SELBIT AT THE LOWE OBSERVATORY.

BY EDGAR LUCIN LARKIN.

I called upon the Selbits at their hotel when they were captivating all Los Angeles, and even the vicinity, with their stage wonders in the Orpheum. [See Mr. Abbott's article on another page.] After a pleasant chat with Mr. and Mrs. Selbit, I asked if they would take me over to the Orpheum. Mr. Selbit took his hat and in a few minutes the stage manager admitted us to the "secrets of the stage." None was there save we three. Mr. Selbit let me handle every minute part of the apparatus, yet I failed to discover the extremely simple optical principle of the projection of these pictures. When Mr. Abbott later wrote me how the consummate illusion was performed, I was filled with chagrin and discomfiture, to think how I could have missed this very easy explanation, and that after handling every kind of lens since early youth. Mr. Selbit is a master in the art of illusion and delusion. But then I had it out with him: I invited him to come up here to the Observatory on the top of this mountain. He was delighted with the telescope, spectroscope, and the shining instruments, with their great variety of lenses. He admired their beauty and power of penetration into space deeps. After a pleasant afternoon, he went down to Los Angeles. But he went away without detecting how to measure the distance of the sun; nor how to measure the distance of a star; nor how to weigh our sun and hundreds more; nor how to compute the mass of the sidereal universe. We are evened up.

LOWE OBSERVATORY, Mount Lowe, Cal., Feb. 12, 1913.

DAVID P. ABBOTT, THE SOLVER OF MYSTERY.

We are greatly pleased to be able to make public in this number of The Open Court a secret of mediumship which has puzzled the world of believers and unbelievers in spiritualism for many years. The editor of The Open Court is especially interested in its publication because he has been a party, albeit in a passive character, to its gradual disclosure.

Mr. David P. Abbott of Omaha, Nebraska, a genius in mediumistic lore, the author of the remarkable book Behind the Scenes with the Mediums, was for a long time puzzled at the marvel of some well-known mediums, two sisters, who made the pictures of dead relatives appear in colored painting before the eyes of their sisters. We need not repeat reports of spiritualists who were often overwhelmed at the spectacle, and even skeptics became convinced that here was true evidence of spirit life which would prove the im-
Mortality of the soul. From time to time Mr. Abbott communicated to us the gradual progress of his work including his disappointments when his theories proved incorrect, but he never lost the conviction that the mystery could not be a miracle and that because the trick was so effective it must be very simple.

Any one who is acquainted with Mr. Abbott's great work *Behind the Scenes with the Mediums* will grant that there is no one more familiar than
he with the subtle methods of deception by which telling effects are produced upon believers in spiritualism—effects which will frequently remain a puzzle for the staunchest skeptics.

We may here mention that Mr. Abbott is also the inventor of a mystic tea-kettle which can be carried all around the room in one's hand and is without connection either by pipes or wires with any external object, and yet its mysterious little spout will intelligently answer questions to the inquirer while he holds it in his hands. The ghost whom he makes inhabit the tea-kettle speaks in a tiny whisper, not unlike the voice of the famous nun of Lübeck who has dwindled away to nothingness and is preserved in a bottle hung up in the cathedral of her native city.

We congratulate Mr. Abbott on the great success he has achieved in solving the great mediumistic mystery, although we regret that it was not he who reaped the pecuniary rewards.

---

BOOK REVIEWS AND NOTES.


The author, Mr. C. H. Emerson, a believer in mysticism, has devised an oracle which in many respects resembles the ancient Hebrew system of divination by the Urim and Thummim, and also the Yih King of the Chinese based upon the Yin and Yang. To us outsiders such devices are mere games like telling fortunes by cards, but this modern invention both illustrates the need of mankind to have a guide in cases of doubt, and offers a method of satisfying that need. The difference between Mr. Emerson's invention and the oracle of Yahveh, the Urim and Thummim, is mainly that the latter is based on a binary system and has but two elements, the Urim, or the shining ones, and the Thummim, their opposites, whereas Mr. Emerson introduces balls of three colors, blue, white and red. These move freely in a little box with a glass-covered slit permitting three of them to show at a time. The book itself (attached to the box) contains answers corresponding to the order in which the three balls appear, when invoked in connection with any of the twenty-six suggested questions. The Chinese Yih King is an enigmatical book to those who do not conceive it as a book of divination; and we may say that if we had Mr. Emerson's book on Ellum without any information as to its use we would be just as puzzled in reading its various sentences as a modern scholar when confronted with the perplexing declarations of the Yih King.
Aesop and Hyssop

WILLIAM ELLERY LEONARD :: :: :: $1.50

AESOP AND HYSSOP, fables adapted and original, in a variety of verse forms, picturesque, lively and humorous in phrasing, with a moral, fresh in wisdom and succinct in expression, pleasingly appended to each. The author both interprets the Ancient Sage and compounds his Own Inventions with one eye on the developing Youth of our country and with the other on the Mature Intellects of his contemporaries.

SOME TYPICAL OPINIONS:

Boston Transcript:
"There is considerable wit in the book; but being so good it is a pity that it is not better. Being clever, it is a pity that it is crude. Being in verse, it is a pity that it is technically faulty. Embodying wisdom, it is a pity that it does not embody a higher degree of literary art."

New York Evening Post:
"Time and again a charming vista, full of life and color and familiar to all, is called up by a single line. His outlook constantly is poetic and there is volume in the note he strikes. His verse shows variety and well-managed ingenuity. This is only another way of saying that he is well equipped to do significant work when once his aim and purpose gain sharpness. To judge by the few examples of light verse given, he might do well to devote more time to that species."

OTHER BOOKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR

BYRON AND BYRONISM IN AMERICA. $1.06 postpaid. A study in literary backgrounds before the Civil War.

THE FRAGMENTS OF EMEPEODES. $1.08 postpaid. Translation in blank verse with introductory study and explanatory notes.

THE POET OF GALILEE. $1.08 postpaid. An examination of the sayings of Jesus from the point of view of literary criticism.

THE OREGON TRAIL OF FRANCIS PARKMAN. 45 cents postpaid. Edited with introduction and notes.

GLORY OF THE MORNING. 40 cents postpaid. One act Indian play in poetic prose.

THE VAUNT OF MAN AND OTHER POEMS. $1.35 postpaid.

LUCRETIUS. A blank verse translation of the entire six books.
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"It is a 'possession unto everlasting'....It will be read by myriads and shed light on the millions."—S. Reinach (Paris).

ECCE DEUS

BY WILLIAM BENJAMIN SMITH

English edition—much enlarged
Cloth, $2.25 net

THIS book, continuing and transcending its forerunner, Der vorchristliche Jesus, sets forth "a totally new orientation of the history of religion in the time of the Roman emperors" (Schwen, in Zeitsch. f. wiss. Theol.). Its cardinal contentions are these:

1. That the primitive Christian preaching proclaimed the Saviour-God, Jesus.
2. That Protochristianity was an aggressive Monotheism, the "Eternal Gospel" of Rev. xiv. 7: "Fear God and give Him glory."
3. That this Gospel was "veiled" in symbols, which represented the heathen gods as "demons," pagandom as a "sinful woman," or as a "prodigal son," etc.
4. That its slogan "Repent!" means "Turn!"—from the Sin (Idolatry) to the true worship of the true God.

"To say that I have read this book with interest would be to say too little. ... As historian of the most remote origins of Christianity, William Benjamin Smith appears to me as much superior to the German radicals as Renan was superior to Dupuis and to Voltaire."—S. REINACH (in Revue archéologique).

"On the whole, to read this book is to take a shower-bath before breakfast."

"In my opinion Professor Drews and his authorities are right in the main."

"Smith, the most learned and the keenest-witted among Drew's authorities possesses extraordinary erudition and productive power.... The spuriousness of the Christ-passages in Josephus is strikingly demonstrated; the discussion of the Tacitus-passage seems to me quite as worthy of attention."—H. WINDISCH (in Theol. Rundschau).

"From a critical point of view undoubtedly more significant is the delightfully logical and every way masterful Ecce Deus of the American mathematician, who in technical knowledge and sagacity lays many a theologian deep in the shade.... The work is a splendid demonstration of Feuerbach's thesis. The proof of his proposition Smith has, it seems to me, accomplished with the clearest logic."—DR. W. VON SCHOLZ (in Die Zukunft, Berlin).

"The weight of proof brought forward is crushing.... The book is a plenitude of wisdom and of startling suggestions."—BAARS.

"As the reader sees, the book is as far as possible from being a depreciation of Christianity. Indeed, the pious readers of the Bible, as well as the expositors, owe Smith a debt of thanks."—K. JENTSCH (in Die Zeit, Vienna).

"One cannot but admire the solidity of learning and the patience of research that the Tulane professor brings to the discussion of a large and difficult problem."—C. H. TOY (in The International Journal of Ethics).

"We have all along been misreading the early Christian records. The trend of criticism has been to convert the Jesus of the New Testament into an utterly ineffectual source of Christian influence; and Professor Smith, with his insistence upon the fact that original Christianity was the worship of the One God,.... has scuttled liberal theology and restored the original idea of the divine object of worship, while destroying the idea of a Palestinian personal originator of the new religion."—A. RANSOM (in The Literary Guide, London).

See also Von Schnellen's elaborate appreciation in The Open Court, Sept. 1912.

CHICAGO

OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.
Dr. Paul Duessen's Classical Work

THE SYSTEM OF THE VEDANTA

Has just been published in an authorized translation by

CHARLES JOHNSTON


INDIA has been the classical land of Psychological investigation. As the Jews developed religion, the Greeks art and science, so the sages of India, psychology. Professor Duessen, who is both a philosopher and a most prominent Sanskrit scholar, has devoted his life to the Vedanta, and in this great work he has collected all pertinent material.

PRESS NOTICES

_American Review of Reviews, New York—“This is a rare and wonderful book that is chiefly concerned with the science of the soul . . . in the Vedanta you will find the seeds of all known philosophical systems . . . Emerson’s lofty thought was merely the philosophy of Brahman filtered through a marvelous Western Mind.”_

_Boston Transcript, Mass. —“Dr. Duessen is a recognized authority in everything pertaining to Hindu philosophy. This book is a systematic exposition of that Hindu philosophy known as the Vedanta. The volume is like a combination of a work on metaphysics, theology and practical religion. The book is not only the work of a great scholar, but that of a man who knows how to make things clear.”_

_The Continent, Chicago—“This is perhaps the most comprehensive and best balanced presentation we have had of the Hindu system of religious philosophy, called the Vedanta.”_

_Springfield Republican, Mass.—“The author has attempted and accomplished an enormous task . . . an immense amount of material is collected and compressed into the space of the volume. . . . The quoted portions of the Vedic text are clear and effective and the comments more than commonly readable for even the lay reader.”_

_The Expository Times, London—“Professor Paul Duessen of Kiel is one of the great students of Indian literature. His Upanishads has had a wide circulation.”_

In this book the name of Vedanta is applied to the theologicophilosophical system, founded upon the Upanishads which may be called the Dogmatics of Brahmanism. The translation makes easy reading and yet it is reliable.

Send us the name of your book dealer and we will send a copy, postpaid, for examination on a 10-day return privilege.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY

122 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY

A Critical and Historical Study of Its Development

By ROBERT BONOLA

Authorized English Translation, with Additional Appendices, by H. S. Carslaw,
Professor in the University of Sydney, N. S. W. with An Introduction by
Federigo Enriques, Professor in the University of Bologna.

Cloth; pp. 268. Price, $2.00.

NOTES AND REVIEWS

"For simplicity and elegance of treatment of a subject which was
a source of confusion to mathematicians for centuries, Robert Bonola's
'Non-Euclidean Geometry' leaves little to be desired. The English
translation, by H. S. Carslaw, now renders this book accessible to an
extensive class of readers. . . . The subject is taken up mainly in
the order of historical development, beginning with the attempts of
the Greeks and Arabs to prove Euclid's famous Fifth Postulate, and
tracing the history of this postulate and the theory of parallels until it
was finally shown that postulates which contradict the Fifth Postulate
may be used as a basis for a logically consistent geometry. . . .
Three such (Non-Euclidean) geometries are given particular attention.
. . . Numerous references to the literature of the subject make the
book particularly valuable to the thorough student of geometry."—

"The author traces in admirable fashion the gradual development
of Non-Euclidean geometry. The clear and concise way in which the
subject is treated and the large number of references given make this
book interesting and valuable."—The Evening Post, New York.

"The recent untimely death of Professor Bonola lends unusual
interest to this book. . . . In a review of the original Italian
edition which appeared in the Bulletin in 1910, I spoke of the desira-
bility of having 'an English edition of so valuable and interesting a
work.' This want is now well supplied by Professor Carslaw's trans-
lation . . . which is a very readable and satisfactory English
version of the best historical introduction we have to the elements
of Non-Euclidean geometry."—Arthur Ranum, Bulletin of the Ameri-
can Mathematical Society.
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“SCIENTIA” a été fondée en vue de contrebalancer les fâcheux effets de la spécification scientifique à outrance. Elle publie des articles qui se rapportent aux branches diverses de la recherche théorique, depuis les mathématiques jusqu’à la sociologie, et qui tous sont d’un intérêt général: elle permet ainsi à ses lecteurs de se tenir au courant de l’ensemble du mouvement scientifique contemporain.


“SCIENTIA” joint aux texte principal, portant les articles dans la langue de leurs auteurs, un supplément avec la traduction française de tous les articles allemands, anglais et italiens. Elle est ainsi accessible à quiconque connaît la seule langue française.
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INGERSOLL
A BIOGRAPHICAL APPRECIATION

By
DR. HERMAN E. KITTREDGE

Bound in olive-green cloth, with title stamped in gold on side and back, gilt top, uncut edges, $2.50, net—postpaid, $2.70; bound in three-quarter morocco, $6.00, net—postpaid, $6.21.

Contains nearly 600 pages; large type; illustrated with a photogravure frontispiece on Japanese paper, eight full-page half-tones, and a facsimile letter; thoroughly indexed.

The one and only book containing a comprehensive and authoritative account of the life-work, and a fearless and sympathetic study and appreciation of every phase of the character, teachings and genius, of Robert G. Ingersoll.

To individuals already possessing either the Dresden or the Autograph edition of Ingersoll’s works, this “Biographical Appreciation” will be supplied, if desired, as Volume XIII of, and in bindings uniform with, those editions.

OPINIONS OF DISTINGUISHED CRITICS

“It is admirably done and most complete—a work which will last.”—Andrew Carnegie.

“This volume is one of the most important contributions of recent years to the biographical literature of the New World. . . . . It displays the care and conscientious regard for accuracy that mark our best modern scientific and critical writing. . . . Its style is most pleasing. . . . This work is one of the few important contributions to biography of the present year and will hold a permanent place in our literature.”—B. O. Flower, editor, author, critic, in The Twentieth Century Magazine.

“Ingersoll’s work in politics, law, Rationalism, and his influence on religious thought are handled with the deepest sympathy and with much literary and intellectual power.”—Buffalo Evening News.

“Magnetically interesting . . . positively glows at times.”—Indianapolis Star.

“It is a source of unspeakable satisfaction to the thousands of Ingersoll’s admirers that someone with a sincere love for the work undertaken and the mental equipment demanded to carry it out has prepared and published in proper form an authoritative account of the life-work of Colonel Ingersoll. Dr. Herman E. Kittredge has done this, and so admirably, that Ingersoll’s dearest friends pronounce it a flawless story from boyhood to the grave of one of the most remarkable characters this or any other country has ever known.”—Daily Mirror and American, Manchester, N. H.
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Edited by WILBUR L. GROSS
Member of the National Institute of Arts and Letters

"The Yale Review has taken its place immediately among the magazines to be reckoned with. Already it has assumed an individual tone, which may perhaps best be described as the result of an attempt to emphasize the relation between the 'humanities' and the national life of to-day." (Philadelphia Press)

CONTENTS FOR APRIL

IN THE DEFENSES OF WASHINGTON (1863) .......... Thomas R. Lounsbery
THE WOMAN OF TO-MORROW ...................... Gertrude Atherton
SHAKESPEARE AS AN ECONOMIST .................. Henry W. Farnam
THE COLLEGE AND THE INTELLECTUAL LIFE .......... Edward P. Morris
DANTE AS AN INSPIRER OF ITALIAN PATRIOTISM ... Wm. Roscoe Thayer
THE HERMIT OF THE DUNES, A POEM ................ Fannie Stearns Davis
THE SIEGE OF SCUTARI ......... Charles Arthur Moore, Jr.
THE ELECTION AND TERM OF THE PRESIDENT .... Max Farrand
THE LOGIC OF FEELING .................. Edward M. Weyer
A SPECULATION AS TO DISARMAMENT .......... Theodore S. Woolsey
AN ATHENIAN CRITIC OF LIFE .......... Thomas D. Goodell

Book Reviews

American History, Higher Education, and Political Institutions—Literary Essays on Shakespeare, Dante and Sophocles—an Episode of the Balkan War —The "Woman Question" from a new angle—International Peace—Current Philosophy—all written by professional experts in the subjects treated, or actors in the scenes described.

You will be interested in every number of this new American Quarterly

Three Dollars a year

Subscriptions received and copies sold at every important book store, and

The Yale Publishing Association

YALE STATION NEW HAVEN, CONN.
EDUCATIONAL REVIEW
EDITED BY
NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER
President of Columbia University

The Educational Review, founded in 1891, commands the support of every prominent student of education, both in the United States and in Europe.

It is not an educational newspaper; it is not a journal for the presentation of schoolroom methods; it is not an organ of any special educational interest or of any one type of educational doctrine.

It is the organ of representative students of education; it is national and international in scope and catholic in sympathy; its field of interest includes educational work of every form and grade.

"The readers of the Educational Review are studious teachers and students of education who wish to know the ripest thought, the newest investigations, and the best books on education.

The broadest and most able of American periodicals devoted to education."—New York Times.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $3.00 A YEAR (10 numbers, none published in July or August.) FOREIGN POSTAGE, 50 cents; CANADIAN POSTAGE, 30 cents. Special rates, on application, for clubs of three or more yearly subscriptions. TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION (for new subscribers only) THREE MONTHS, 50 cents. SINGLE COPIES, 35 cents.
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EDUCATIONAL REVIEW
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK
BOOKS ON CHINA, IT'S PHILOSOPHY, RELIGION, LANGUAGE, LITERATURE, LIFE AND CUSTOMS.

"The book is not only interesting, but instructive as well, and should have a place in every religious or philosophical library."—The Tyler Pub. Co.

"This is a short Chinese tract containing many noble ethical sentiments, inclinations of charity, truthfulness, nobleness of character, and other features."—Methodist Book and Pub. House.

Contains: (1) A philosophical, biographical, and historical introduction discussing Lao-Tze's system of metaphysics, its evolution, its relation to the philosophy of the world, Lao-Tze's life, and the literary history of his work; (2) Lao-Tze's Tao-Teh-King in the original Chinese; (3) An English translation; (4) The transliteration of the text, where every Chinese word with its English equivalent is given, with references in each case to a Chinese dictionary; (5) Notes and Comments; (6) Index.
"Allow me to congratulate you on your capacity for seeing into mill stones. It is truly phenomenal."—Rev. Arthur H. Smith, American Board Mission.
"It goes without saying that the task of obtaining sufficient acquaintance with the Chinese language to translate, under the conditions named, a book like that of Lao-Tze is a gigantic one. Dr. Carus's success is little short of marvelous. He frequently cites the versions of others, but in the extracts given, it seems clear that Dr. Carus has succeeded better than Dr. Legge or Dr. Chalmers in the passages where we are apt to compare them—a very remarkable fact indeed."—North China Daily News.

THE CHINESE LANGUAGE AND HOW TO LEARN IT. A Manual for Beginners, by Sir Walter Hillier, K.C.M.G., C.B. A new Chinese grammar has appeared which, as we learn from private sources, is being used officially by the English authorities for the preparation of their candidates for office in the English colonies of China. Pp. 265. $3.75 net.

"I think Hillier's book a great improvement on all that has been published in this direction, not excepting Sir Thomas Wade's celebrated 'Ta-k'-ei-chi,' and I propose to recommend it to my own students as well as to the outsiders who every now and then apply to me for advice in their studies."—Friedrich Hirth, Columbia University, New York City.


"Valuable and of unquestioned reliability. The delineation of the philosophy that underlies the Chinese civilization is so ably done in these pages that the reader cannot fail to appreciate the causes which produce Chinese conservatism."—Toledo Blade.


"The essential sanity and goodness of the Chinese character receives an appropriate tribute and its very faults are set forth as rather misapplied virtues than anything widely varying from our own conceptions of right and wrong."—The Chicago Daily News.

CHINESE LIFE AND CUSTOMS. By Paul Carus. With illustrations by Chinese Artists. Pp. 114. 75c net. (3s. 6d. net.)

"With each of the reproduced illustrations goes the explanation needed for complete understanding, whether the picture be one of the gods, of the celebration of a religious festival, of the planting of rice, or of boys in school. In this way nearly the whole of the life of the Chinese people finds exposition, and the western man can follow his cousin into his home and through his entire days on earth with ready comprehension."—The Chicago Daily News.


"A list of fourteen of the most famous Chinese novels' is given. Many long quotations from plays, poems, and stories are given, and the pamphlet is a source of great pleasure. The pictures, too, are charming."—The Chicago Times Herald.

The Open Court Publishing Co. P. O. Drawer F. 378-388 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Chinese Grave-Sculptures of the Han Period

BY
BERTHOLD LAUFER

Ten plates and fourteen text figures. 46 pages. $1.25 net.

This interesting pamphlet describes many important results of archaeological investigation and chronicles of one of the most important periods of Chinese history. Subjects and objects represented on the sculptured stone work of the Han time are all inspired by accounts of Chinese history or notions of Chinese mystical lore.
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EGYPTIAN AESTHETICS

BY RENE FRANCIS

TO READ THIS BOOK IS LIKE TAKING A WALK THROUGH AN ENCHANTED COUNTRY ACCOMPANIED BY THE KEEPER OF THE TREASURE HOUSE. THE AUTHOR KNOWS THE LURE OF THIS LAND OF MYSTERY—ITS HATEFULNESS AS WELL AS ITS CHARM

There is a delightfully picturesque account of the many impressions made upon the author during his extensive travels in and about cities and waste places along the Nile.

TO ALL those who are planning to make a trip up the Nile through a territory so rich in things of interest—ancient and modern—this book offers much interesting and valuable information. To those who have visited Egypt it will recall many amusing and delightful memories—those fascinating experiences of a never-to-be-forgotten trip.

TO THE stay-at-homes, who must do their travel through books by the fireside, this book is a feast; it pictures to you so vividly both the Egypt of today and of long ago that it is the next best thing to going there oneself. It not only takes you along with the author in his wanderings but supplies you with so much valuable information about Egyptian art and custom both ancient and modern.

"HERE is the summary," says the author, "of the land of the Pharaohs, as well as the art of the Pharaohs—a summary of this whole question, the appeal of Egypt to those who know her; she is and always has been artistic. And this is surely why she can inspire at once dislike and attraction.

SO FAR as she appeals to the material side, to the perception, her appeal is vain; but where she appeals to the mind and to the imagination, her appeal is perhaps deeper and more lasting, even for the very anomaly, than that of many another land that is so unapproachable.

THE Chicago Record-Herald says: "The unique characteristics of Egyptian art have never before been so successfully and interestingly analyzed and presented as in Rene Francis's 'Egyptian Aesthetics.' The book would serve admirably—but for its bulk—as a traveling handbook to that land of mysterious beauty; and also according to Mr. Francis, of obvious dirt."

THE Boston Transcript says: "The style of the author is as strongly marked as is that of Ruskin or of Walter Pater. It is in itself artistic. It seems to create an atmosphere of its own through which appear to us the temples, shrines and statues of the ancient gods bathed in the mysticism of those early days."
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To Jerusalem Through the Land of Islam

By MADAME HYACINTHE LOYSON

THE EYES of the whole world are now turned toward the Orient. The death struggle between the allied Christian states and the forces of Islam has aroused everywhere an intense interest in that part of the world which is the battle ground, and in those peoples themselves.

THROUGH coincidence, Madame Loyson's book appears just at a time when her delightful and fascinating experiences and observations among the Christians, Jews and Moslems in the Orient will give all who are seeking to know more about these peoples a great deal of information both highly instructive and entertaining.

IN A BROAD, sympathetic spirit Madame Loyson went to these Oriental lands. While first and above all a true Christian, holding loyally to that faith, she believed that there was a great deal that was good and noble in the Jews and Moslems.

THUS, studying these peoples at first hand from a sympathetic viewpoint, her mind caught and held many impressions which would have affected not at all the prejudiced investigator.

HER experiences are truly delightful, and when the reader has finally put the book down he will not only have had his desire for entertainment satisfied but will have greatly enriched his information about those great forces upon whom the attention of the entire world is focused.

"ME, LOYSON is a woman who cannot help being interesting, so her accounts of personal experiences in Egypt and Jerusalem and elsewhere are immensely interesting, and make the reader see it all."—Chicago Evening Post.

"THIS IS one of the handsomest books of Oriental travel of which we know."—Methodist Magazine and Review.
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On the Evidence of the Gospels

"A lively controversy, the end of which does not yet appear."
— New York Evening Post (March 8, 1913)
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